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Christopher Hanrahan makes sculptures out of a whole lot of nothing; holes, light, empty vessels, transparent 
containers, crudely built objects that parade their rudimentary construction, and purloined texts that allude to 
stillness, emptiness and the impossible pursuit of perfection.

Oe, Hanrahan’s current exhibition at Sarah Cottier Gallery, is an elegant synthesis of these reductive concerns.  
The exhibition comprises 3 minimal works that magically harness absence, conjuring geometry out of the void. 
In Oe (bodies) and Oe (staging) delicate lines of steel, articulated with precious welds of gleaming bronze, describe 
rectangular planes of air and white wall.  There is a frisson—a curious deceit—between notions of drawing and 
sculpture, between 2 and 3 dimensions. Despite their simple formalism, Hanrahan dispenses with the didactic 
precision of Minimalist sculpture and instead delights in the aesthetics of imperfection; sinuous lines sag and curve, 
right-angles are approximate, and the bronze welds are proudly evident and charmingly inexact.  There is a gentle 
humanity at play here; the sculptures are elegant yet awkward, uncomfortable yet radiating warmth.  Hanging 
through the hard armature of In Oe (bodies) is a single light globe that glows like a heart in the field delineated by the 
steel.

If Oe (bodies) and Oe (staging) walk a fine line between drawing and sculpture, Oe (curtain fall for BF), an ensemble of 
fabric and brass, approximates both painting and photography. Photographic in the sense that the curtain—a found 
object—has taken the markings and impressions of its physical environment: various spills have become fixed in the 
fabric which has then been coloured and bleached by sunlight.  Over this organic record of decay and the passage 
of time sits an obdurate linear form; a brass “level” that asserts the horizontal and the classic painterly formula of 
figure and ground.

And the title?  Oe is an arcane and poetic word for a small island and the surname of an existential Japanese 
author from the 60s (Kenzaburo Oe). It is also a useful scrabble word and its letters can be an abbreviation for 
original equipment, omissions excepted, oersted (a measure of magnetic intensity) and Old English.

Christopher Hanrahan was born in 1978 in Mudgee,  Australia and currently lives and works in New York, USA.
Hanrahan was awarded the university medal from Sydney University, SCA. He has exhibited extensively in Australia 
and overseas, notably at MONA, Hobart; PICA, Perth: Gertrude Contemporary, Melbourne; Museum of Contemporary 
Art, Sydney.  Recent exhibitions include Sequester at The Embassy of Australia, Washington and Contrapposto and 
Other Stories Jeff Bailey Gallery. New York.

Oe is Christopher Hanrahan’s fifth solo exhibition at Sarah Cottier Gallery.  


